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Economic growth

By the end of this chapter, you should be able to:

use a PPC cutue to explain how a movement from a
PPC curve to a point on a ppc curve illustrates

use a PPC curve to explain how an outwards shift in.
illustrates economic groMh

. use an LRAS diagram to explain how an outwards
curve illustrates groMh

. evaluate the possible consequences of economic groMh
HL calculate the rate of economic groMh from a set of d;ita,,

Wc have now discussed 1wo of a country,s main macroeconomic
objectives-low unemployment and the maintenancc of a low
and stablc rate of inllation. Wc now move onto a third goal_
economic growth. Very importanLly, econornic growth can help
to achieve the first two goals.

We have alrcady mentioned the dcfinition o{ economic
growLh-an increasc in real GDp over time. Be surc that you
can remember the difference between real GDp and nominal
GDP discussed in Chapter t 3.

Rates ol cconomic growth vary ovcr time and lrom country Lo
country. As we know, cconomies facc periodic fluctuations in
economic activity and growth rates, known as Lhe business cycle. This
is illustrated in Figure 19. 1 . Emerging cconomies such as China and
India have expericnced rapid cconomic growth while more developcd
countries have cxperienced more modcrate rates, oI groMh.
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Frgure l9.l A comparison of different growth rates

Source: Wor d Deve opment lndicators, The World Bank

Using diagrams to illustrate growth
It may be argued that demand side factors can bdng about short_term
economic growth. We can illustratc this using a combination of an
AD/AS model with a ppc model.
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Consider an economy which is operating with a defladonary gap,

as shown in Figure 19.2 (a) below. This would be equivalent to

the economy operating at a point "a" within the PPC, as in
Figure r9.2 (b).

19. Economic gromn llllll

(b)(a)

g

In this case, the economy's resources are not being used to the fullest

extent possible. That is, there is underemployment or unemployment
oI resources/factors of production.

If there were to be an increase in aggregate demand Irom ADt to

AD2, then the dellationary gap could be removed and there would be

an increase in real output lrom Yr to Y2 in Figure l9'3 (a)' This would

be an equivalent to a movement lrom "a" to "b" in Figure 19 3 (b)'

The increase in real output is an increase in real GDR so there has

been economic growth.
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Figure 19.3 Economic SroMh to remove a deflationary gaploutput gap

The increase in aggregate demand has brought about the need to

employ those underemployed or unemployed resources' moving the

economy towards the full employment of resources. In this case,

economic growth comes about by increasing the employment of the

factors of production.

/'
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l!!!fl 19 Economic growth

Note thar in Figure f9.3 (b), point ,,b,,is nor on rhe ppc burjusr
short of it. This is because an economy will never fully employ all
resources to rhe fullest extent possible. As we discussed in Chapter fO
and 17, there will always be some unemployment in the form of
natural unemployment. This is why the LRAS curve is not exactly
the same as the PpC in terms of representing potential output.

The economic growth illustrated above shows an economy making
better use of its existing resources and increasing GDp by moving
towards the full employment level of output (at LRAS) and the
potential output (on a ppc). Economic growth can also occur in the
long term as a result of increasing the full employment level of
output or potential output. This is shown in Figure 19.4.
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Fgure 19.4 Economic growth through an

o

Consumer goods

increase in potential output

In this case there is an increase in GDp in Figure 19.4 (a) as a result
of the shifi in the LRAS curve. The equivalent change is shown as an
outward shift in rhe PPC in Figure 19.4 (b).

As you will recall lrom Chapter 15, this comes about as a result of an
increase in the quantity or an increase in the quality (productivity) of
an economy's factors of production and advances in technology, and
may come about through market forces or government supply side
policies-either interventionist or market-based.

Consequences of economic growth
As we know, economic growth is a policy objective of all
governments. This is due to the huge benefits that economic
growth can bring to an economy. However, there are also negative
consequences.

Positive consequences
It may be assumed that, on the whole, in the absence of periodic
recessions, aggregate demand tends to increase steadily as
population size and incomes grow. Without supply side
improvements to shift out the LRAS, aggregate demand would
increase more than aggregate supply and there would be inflation.
You should be able to draw a diagram to illustrate this. However,
when economic growth occurs, pushing out the aggregate supply
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curve, economies can experience non-infladonary growth as shown

in Figure 19.5.

The movement from ADr to AD2 in Figure 19.5 indicates "normal"

increases in aggregate demand due to growing populations and rising

incomes. As long as the economy also makes improvements on the

supply side to shift out the LRAS, then the GDP will increase,

*ithoot utty ,tp*ard pressure on the price level a to b. Thus, the

movement lrom Yr to Y2 represents non-inflationary growth' It may

be assumed that more labour will be needed to produce the higher

level of output, so unemployment should also fall. Therefore, supply-

side policies and the growth that they bring about result in lower

unemployment and downward pressure on the price level.

Since economic growth is an increase in national output this is

equivalent to an increase in national irlcome. If GDP per capita also

inireases, which depends on population growth' then the income of

the average person will increase and it would be normal to assume

that this may be equated with higher living standards lndeed, if you

compare your living standards with those of your parents and

grandparents when they were your age, you are likely to see a great

Lany ways i-r-r which your material living shndards have improved'

Economic growth has not only been achieved by great leaps in
technology, but has contributed to great leaps in technology, leading

to advancements in areas such as medicine, household appliances,

computers, audio-visual equipment, transportation, and

entertainment, to name a few. Such advancements have the

possibility of making life easier and more pleasurable, contributing

to higher living standards.

Depending on the nature of a country's tax system, higher incomes

are likely to lead to greater tax revenues, and this may make it
possible for a goYerrrment to spend more on merit goods and public

goods, thereby further improving living standards. Tax systems can

also redistribute income and reduce income inequalities

We can also Iook at the international context. Economic growth that

comes about as a result of higher productivity may aLso bring about

an improvement in the competitiveness of a country's exports,

leading to further increases in aggregate demand' However, it must

also be recognized that higher national income also increases the

demand for imports, so the final impact on net exports r4rill depend

on a great many factors. Nevertheless, higher economic growth

certainly affects the amount of trade that an economy engages in and

can have a very positive impact on living standards'

There is cornpelling argument that, as national incomes rises' so do

levels of eduiation and human capital and, with it, greater demands

for freedoms and democracy. As Benjamin Friedman writes in his

book The Moral Consequences of Economic Growth, "Our conventional

thinking about economic growth fails to reflect the breadth of what

growth, or its absence, means lor a society. Growth is valuable' not

inly for material improvements, but also for how it affects our social

atti;udes and our political institutions, in other words, our society's

moral characer".
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Figure 19.5 Non-inflationary growth
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Negative consequences
As critical thinkers, lB Econornics stlrdents must also consider that an
increase in incomes is not nccessarily equivalent to an increase in
happiness, and onc should question the notion that an incrcase in
income automatically leads to an increasc in living standards.

It may be argucd that a conclusion that economic growth leads to
higher incomes which results in higher standards of living is flawcd,
making usc of somc controvcrsial assurnptions. While thi; debate
cannot take a great amount oI space within this course conpanion, it
should be something that you carefully considcr and somcthing that
you debate with your friends and family (or discuss in your Theory of
I(nowledge class).

It is quite possible thaL the driye lor econornic grow t and higher
incomes resuhs in a poo.rer standard of living for inclividuals. Higher
income may come about by sacrificing leisure Lime and neglect of
personal relationships, which would not mean better livinll
standards. It mighl also be that the more peoplc carn the more goods
and services they want and arc thereforc nevcr satjsfied. Thc
resulting preoccupalion with greater and greater material wants
mighl make pcople less happy.

Economic growth involvcs structural change in an economv.
\pically. cconomies rnove lrom having a larger <hare oI output being
generated lrom the primary secto! to a Jarger share from the
secondary sector, to a larger share being gcnerated from the terLiary
sector. And even within the scctors therc will be changes as a rcsult of
economic growth. As these structural change s within an ccorromy
occut the adjustments are likcly to result in structural unemployment
which means lhat not evcryone benelits from the economic growth
to the samc extent and inequalitics may widen.

One must also consider the effect on the environment and the
negativc cxternalities of production that arise from producing a
higher output of goods and serviccs. Rapid economic growtr results
in higher emissions of grecnhouse gascs. Higher national inconrc is
likcly to resuJt in higher levcls of household waste. producing a
higher levcl of output may also involve the depleLion of non_
renewablc resources. Such issues mean that economic growtll may
come at thc cxpense of sustainable developmcDl., i.e. they may be a
threat to sustainability. The extent to which this occurs may be
dirninished if thc more educatcd a]]d wcalthier cirizens demand
policies and develop tcchnologies trat pronrotc sustainabilitv. but it is
still a great concern.

Summary:
Dcflationary gaps, or output gaps, may be the result oI a lall in
economic growth or negative cconomic growth in the short run and
may bc solved using demand management (cxpansionary liscal and
monetary) policies. Such policies may narrow the lluctuations in
economic activity shown on a busincss cycle diagram. The trend
growth line shown on a trusiness cycle diagram is influenccd by the
supply side policies that generate long term economic growth. you244
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should be able to evaluate the consequences of both demand and

supply side policies, in tems of their likely success in achieving their
goals, their appropriateness in dilferent situations, the consequences

for different stakeholders and the possible trade-ofls (opportunity

costs) that occur in the pursuit of dilferent goals.

For your exams you may be asked to calculate the rate of economic

growth from a set of data.

The formula for the rate of growth is:

. rReal CDP in Year 2 - Real CDP in Year l) - tOOGrowlh rate : 

- 

Real cDp in year I

Consider the following data for Canada:

19 " Economic 8row,h lIlIE

2006

2007

2008

1283033

I 3lr 260

1318054

!ilw@
(r 311260 - r283033) ..

I 283 033

0 318054 - 13 260) x too = o.5lo/o13 260

2009 1285604 (t28s604 - t 3t80s4) x 100 = 2.460/0
r 318 054

Soulce: Statistics Canada, \ru,\,/w.statscan.Sc.ca

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Papcr l, part (a) questions

I Using an appropriate diagram, explain how economic groMh

may bring about an increase in Potential outPut.

2 UsinS an appropriate diagram, explain how investment may

result in economic growth.

Paper l. essay question

I Discuss the possible consequences of economic Srowth
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